Abstract. In the context of service discovery, matchmakers check the compliance of service-level objectives from providers and consumers. The problem of bounded uncertainty arises if some property is non-fixable. In this case, the provider is not able to control the value it takes at runtime, so the eventual consumer must not have the choice to select a value and fix it, but only knowing the guaranteed range of values it may take. To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any approach which deals with this scenario. Most matchmakers work as if all properties were fixable, and a few have assumed the contrary. In either case, the accuracy of their results is likely to be in question since there may be involved both fixable and non-fixable properties at the same time, and there may also exist dependencies between them. In order to improve the accuracy, we present a holistic approach to matchmaking under bounded uncertainty and propose constraint programming as our choice to deal with it, so that matchmaking is transformed into a quantified constraint satisfaction problem.
Introduction
Quality-aware enhancement of automated service discovery is one of the main challenges of service-oriented computing [13] . In a common scenario, administrators allow providers and consumers to publish their agreement offers (AO) in a repository. AOs specify both the service-level objectives (SLO) guaranteed by the provider to consumers, and the SLOs required by the consumer to providers. SLOs state assertions over service properties, or properties for short. In this context, matchmakers check the compliance, i.e. the existence of commonalities between the AOs from a provider and a consumer to determine if coming to a service-level agreement (SLA) between them is feasible. In general, SLAs regulate the execution of the services and provide guarantees to that end [2] .
Fixability and Dependency
The fixability of a property is related to the fact that the provider is able to control the value it takes at runtime. If so, it may be declared as fixable, otherwise it must be declared as non-fixable. In turn, the controllability is related to the ability of the service to adapt itself in order to maintain the objectives which are being guaranteed, adjusting dynamically the use of common resources which are shared with other services [1, 11, 18] .
As an example, consider a video streaming service whose provider guarantees a SLO such as IMAGE ∈ {320x200,640x480} where IMAGE stands for the size of the screen. This property takes a value from a limited set of options, and the provider is usually able to control the requested value regardless of the environment of the service execution. Thus, the property may be declared as fixable, and the consumer has the choice to fix the value, say IMAGE = 320x200.
Consider the provider guarantees another SLO as FRAMERATE ∈ [22.
.25] where FRAMERATE stands for the frame ratio in images/sec to show a video. In this case, the provider is not usually able to control the value it takes at runtime, being under the influence of the heterogeneous environment of the underlying network. Quality-of-service properties, such as bandwidth, performance, reliability, and availability, are usually dynamic and have an unpredictable nature [13] . This is said to be a scenario of bounded uncertainty. At best, the provider is only able to guarantee the range of values the property may take. Thus, the property must be declared as non-fixable, so that the consumer does not have the choice to fix it, but only knowing the guaranteed range of values it may take, e.g. FRAMERATE takes any value between 22 and 25 at runtime.
There may be also eventual dependencies between properties. Hereafter, we focus on whether non-fixable properties are dependent on fixable properties, so that the quality-of-service may vary according to the values the fixable properties take. As an example, consider the provider guarantees several SLOs as:
where the IMAGE property is declared as fixable, and FRAMERATE is non-fixable. On the one hand, the consumer is allowed to fix a value for IMAGE by choosing between 320x200 and 640x480. On the other hand, the value taken by FRAMERATE is not controllable at runtime, but it depends on the value taken by IMAGE, so that if IMAGE = 320x200 then FRAMERATE ranges between 22 and 25 at runtime, else if IMAGE = 640x480 then FRAMERATE ranges between 20 and 23 instead.
Inaccuracy of Matchmaking
Matchmakers may not work properly, mainly due to mis-assumptions taken regarding with fixability. Most approaches treat all properties as if they were fixable, and only a few assume the contrary, i.e. that all properties are non-fixable.
However, the accuracy of their results is likely to be called into question since there may be involved both fixable and non-fixable properties at the same time. This issue is related to the problem of bounded uncertainty, which arises if a non-fixable property is involved in guaranteed SLOs. According to [5] , if bounded uncertainty is not properly dealt with, matchmaking may be inaccurate.
Thus, two scenarios are distinguished. Most usually, matchmakers have not taken fixability into account at all. As a matter of fact, they have optimistically defined matchmaking as if all properties were fixable, so that it is simply based on searching for common values between guaranteed and required SLOs. However, once a matching service is found, the consumer may be possibly using the service under non-satisfying values: if some of the properties are actually non-fixable, the provider can not control their values at runtime in order to avoid the values which do not satisfy the required SLOs. This is a matter of false positives.
As an example, consider a provider guarantees a SLO as the following FRAME-RATE ∈ [22..25], being the property known as non-fixable, and a consumer states a required SLO as FRAMERATE ≥ 25. Under the optimistic scenario, the matching is possible because there exists a common value, say FRAMERATE = 25. But this is a false positive because there are also some values which do not satisfy the required SLOs, any value in [22.
.24], that may occur at runtime because the provider is not able to control them.
On the contrary, there are only a few matchmakers which pessimistically assume all properties to be non-fixable [7, 14] . As the provider does not control the values properties take at runtime, matchmaking is based on checking that every value satisfying the guaranteed SLOs also satisfies the required SLOs. However, the matchmaker may be turning down a service which can be used under satisfying values: if some of the properties are actually fixable, the provider will control their values at runtime, hence the values which do not satisfy the required SLOs will be completely avoidable. This a matter of false negatives.
As an example, consider the provider guarantees a SLO as the following IMAGE ∈ {320x200, 640x480}, being the property known as fixable, and a consumer states a required SLO as IMAGE = 320x200. Under the pessimistic scenario, the matching is surprisingly not possible (!) because there exists a value, say IMAGE = 640x480, which does not satisfy the required SLO. This is a false negative because the other value, IMAGE = 320x200, does satisfy the required SLO. As the provider does control it at runtime, the non-satisfying value is avoidable, and thus the provider's SLO should be considered as a match.
Holistic Approach to Matchmaking under Bounded Uncertainty
To avoid inaccurate results, matchmakers must take into account the fact that (1) there may be both fixable and non-fixable properties at the same time, and (2) there may be also eventual dependencies between fixable and non-fixable properties. To the best of our knowledge, there are quite a few approaches which have tackled uncertainty but from different perspectives: non-probabilistic set theory [5] , historical records [6] , fuzzy ranking [10] , predictive and probabilistic models based on workflows [4, 17] or trustworthiness notions [12, 16] .
In this paper, we present a holistic approach to matchmaking under bounded uncertainty, incorporating both fixability and dependency of properties, which improves the accuracy of the results. Our contribution is twofold:
-Problem space. We provide an abstract, rigorous definition of matchmaking by means of a geometrical interpretation. This makes easier the understanding of matchmaking and the comparison between the basic scenarios, and it justifies the necessity of a more complex, holistic vision of matchmaking. -Solution space. We propose constraint programming as a feasible technique to solve the matchmaking under different scenarios. In particular, we emphasize the use of quantified constraint satisfaction problems [8] as a means to solve the matchmaking under bounded uncertainty.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, Sec. 2 makes an overview of basic scenarios of matchmaking by means of a geometrical interpretation. Then, Sec. 3 presents our holistic approach to matchmaking under bounded uncertainty. Finally, Sec. 4 exposes our conclusions and future work.
Preliminaries
Geometrical interpretation. Because of the multiple ways by which AOs/SLOs can be specified, a geometrical interpretation based on set theory is given in order to abstract from the language to describe them [14] . As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , the AO property domains configure a space of points-of-agreement, or points for short, so that the AO is represented by means of a region in such space. In this region, each point is determined by assigning a value to every property, so that all SLOs in the AO are satisfied as a whole. Thus, each point refers to a possibility, either from the provider or the consumer, to achieve a SLA with the other party. These regions may adopt different shapes, which act as indicators of the degree of expressiveness to specify SLOs. Concerning expressiveness, symmetry refers to the fact that both guaranteed and required SLOs can be specified with the same expressiveness. Fig. 1(b) illustrates both cases, namely, asymmetric and symmetric SLOs. In the former case, it is usual for guaranteed SLOs to be defined by means of property/value pairs, so that their regions are given by single points in the agreement space. Optimistic scenario. Matchmaking is defined as if all properties were fixable. Let G be the provider's guaranteed region, and R the consumer's required region. In case of symmetric SLOs, matching is possible provided that the intersection between these regions is non-empty:
That is to say, matching refers to searching for a common point between both regions. This scenario is computationally less costlier from an operational perspective, and also much easier to address.
Pessimistic scenario. Matchmaking is defined as if all properties were non-fixable instead. Let G be the provider's guaranteed region, and R the consumer's required region. In case of symmetric SLOs, matching is possible provided that the former region is a subset of the latter:
In other words, matching refers to checking that all points in the guaranteed region belong to the required region. This scenario is much more difficult to address, depending on the shapes which may have the involved regions. The more expressive is the specification of SLOs, the more complex are the shapes which their regions take. To sum up, the comparison of regions with complex shapes is a problem which is computationally costly, so matchmaking is usually reduced to less expressive specifications, leading towards optimistic scenarios. Thus, most approaches restrict regions to be either punctual or having limits parallel to axis.
Holistic Matchmaking under Bounded Uncertainty
In this section, we present our approach to matchmaking under bounded uncertainty, incorporating both fixability and dependency of properties, as well as taking high expressiveness and symmetry of SLOs into account. As these features can not be separately dealt with, because of the existing relationships among them, a holistic approach is needed.
The Problem Space
Fixable points & regions of bounded uncertainty. Every property is declared either as fixable or non-fixable. Thus, any point-of-agreement may be split into its fixable and non-fixable parts. The former part is specifically called fixable point (FP) since the provider controls the actual values the fixable properties take during the service execution, so that the consumer is allowed to fix them.
There may be also eventual dependencies among properties, so that nonfixable properties take values which are dependent on values which fixable properties take. As a result, a FP is associated with a region of bounded uncertainty (RBU) whose dimensions are given by the non-fixable properties. Thus, a RBU is composed of the non-fixable part of all points which share the same FP.
As an example, consider the AO in Section 1 whose provider declares that IMAGE as fixable, and FRAMERATE as non-fixable. The points are given by the tuples (IMAGE,FRAMERATE) which satisfy the guaranteed SLOs, so that the fixable part is given by (IMAGE) and the non-fixable part by (FRAMERATE). Thus, the FPs are IMAGE = 320x200 and IMAGE = 640x480, so that all values of FRAMERATE between 22 and 25 constitute the RBU associated with IMAGE = 320x200, and all values of FRAMERATE between 20 and 23 constitute the RBU associated with IMAGE = 640x480, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Filtering and projection. These auxiliary operations are needed to define both FPs and their RBUs, which are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Let Z and X stand for properties which are fixable and non-fixable, respectively. Let Q be a region of points, the region of FPs C Q is obtained by projecting Q on the Z-axis. In turn, if z * stands for a FP in C Q , its associated RBU N Q (z * ) is obtained by filtering Q through z * and then projecting on the X-axis.
Holistic matchmaking under bounded uncertainty.
Matching is interpreted as the search for a FP common to the provider's guaranteed and consumer's required regions, so that their associated RBUs also match. Note it adopts the optimistic scenario regarding with FPs, and the pessimistic one regarding with RBUs. Let G be the provider's guaranteed region, and R the consumer's required region. Matching is possible provided that the following holds:
where: (i) z * is a FP which belongs to the intersection between the provider's and consumer's regions of FPs, C G and C R , respectively, and (ii) the RBUs associated with z * match if N G (z * ) (the RBU associated with z * in the guaranteed region) is a subset of N R (z * ) (the RBU associated with z * in the required region). As an example, consider the AO from a consumer whose required SLOs are:
It matches the provider's AO (see Fig. 3 ) because there exists a FP, IMAGE = 320x200, so that each value in the associated guaranteed RBU (FRAMERATE ∈ [22..25]) belongs to the associated required RBU (FRAME-RATE ≥ 20). However, the other FP, IMAGE = 640x480, is not a match because of the values in the associated guaranteed RBU (FRAMERATE ∈ [20..23]) which do not belong to the associated required RBU (FRAMERATE ≥ 22).
The Solution Space
Contraint programming (CP) [9, 15] is our choice to deal with matchmaking. Most CP solvers are able to process highly-expressive constraints, so that the matchmaking can be usually carried out even if SLOs are not restricted to property/value or property/range pairs. This approach was demonstrated to be feasible in [14] where we presented a pessimistic scenario of matchmaking, which we extend in this paper by considering the new scenario.
CP in a nutshell.
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is defined by means of a set of variables and their domains, together with a set of constraints specifying which combinations of variables and values, or solutions, are acceptable.
Let ψ be a CSP, it is satisfiable iff its solution space is not empty:
Due to the declarative nature of CP, computational procedures to enforce CSPs need not to be programmed. Given a problem, the idea is to solve it by stating a CSP which models the problem itself, and then trying to check its satisfiability by means of a CP solver. Translating from AOs to CSPs. The key point of the approach is the translation from an AO to a CSP. In short, the CSP is obtained by translating AO properties to CSP variables and SLOs to CSP contraints, so that the CSP solution space is equivalent to the AO region. As an example, Fig. 4 illustrates it. On the one hand, the AO is written in a schematic representation of WS-Agreement, the state-of-the-art recommendation by the Open Grid Forum [2] 1 . On the other hand, the CSP is written in OPL, a language designed to specify CSPs [9] .
Transformations for basic scenarios. Let G be the guaranteed region by a provider, and R the required region by a consumer 2 , whose respective CSPs are denoted with ψ G and ψ R . The matching formulae is transformed to a CSP whose satisfiability is checked for a result, as shown in Fig. 5(a) .
Transformations for holistic matchmaking under bounded uncertainty. Let z and x stand for variables corresponding to fixable and non-fixable properties, respectively, so that the expression ψ(z, x) denotes a CSP based on such variables. The matching formulae is transformed to a CSP which consists of two parts, as shown in Fig. 5(b) : (i) the former corresponds to the transformation for the optimistic scenario in order to get the common FPs; (ii) the latter corresponds to the transformation for the pessimistic scenario in order to check whether the guaranteed and required RBUs (associated with such FPs) match.
Unfortunately, checking the satisfiability of this CSP does not yield the expected results. Its parts can not be solved separately since both parts are bound by the z variables, which stand for the common FPs. The solution lies in transforming the latter part to an equivalent CSP based on universal quantification, in order to properly process the projection on z variables. Consequently, the CSP turns out to be as follows:
Solving a quantified-CSP is a classic problem in CP. Most solutions are based on particular instances of it. As an example, quantified variables can be restricted to be denumerable. In doing so, an iterative solving of CSPs for holistic matchmaking is made easier, and feasible provided that domains of quantified variables (which correspond to FPs) remain as short as possible [3, 8] .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced a holistic scenario of matchmaking which deals with bounded uncertainty, incorporating both the fixability and dependency of properties. Our approach improves the accuracy of matchmaking, avoiding both false positives and false negatives which are due to mis-assumptions regarding with the fixability of properties. A CP-based solution has been also proposed to perform the service matchmaking in that scenario, whose feasibility was demonstrated regarding the pessimistic matchmaking in [14] , though the empirical evaluation have to be repeated to properly find out about the influences of quantified variables in CSP solving.
Finally, there are some untouched questions. On the one hand, the optimal selection needs also to be studied under this scenario. On the other hand, we are considering other technologies such as soft constraints and fuzzy constraints to be used, whose feasibility to solve problems under uncertainty is well-known.
